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Introduction:
HistCitem is a software tool p r
analyzing and visualizing direct cita-

Algorithmic hiitoriognphy of science

Can a computer system create raw data
for writing the history of science? More
than 40 years ago, a report about ,,The use
of citation data in writing the history of
science" was published (Garfield,Sher &
Torpie, 1964).It concludes (p. 33),,,it is felt
that citation analysfs has been demonstrated to be a valid and valuable means
of creating accuratehistorical descriptions
of scientificfields, especially beyond the
first quarter of the twentieth century
when bibliographic citation had become
formetric functionality of ,,Web of
well established as part of scientific pubKnowledge" and shows broadly the
lication". This report, produced by the Inpossibilities that HistCite offers to its
stitute of Scientific Information (ISI)makes
users (e.g,scientists, scientometricans
use
of the Science Citation Index to study
and sciencejournalists).
the history of science. Subsequently,in the
early 1970s Henry Small developed his
Hidc#rawIBk~tfdt&krco-citation method for clustering docuE p n u c r t c k ~ 8 r r O n z f f ~ S b ments (Small,1973;Small & Griffith, 1974).
b
These methods permitted disciplinary
HistCitem ist eine Software fur die
and national mappings a kind of ,,geography of science" (Small & Garfield, 1986),
that is, ,,scientography" (Garfield,1986;
Garfield,1994)and the product ,,IS1Atlas
of Science". ,,Our maps represent where
researchers have been. As historical records, then, these maps are surveys of the
geography of scientificideas and discoveries - intellectual gazetteers, if you will for a given year" (Garfield,1986,p. 3). Algorithmic historiography makes use of the
,,axiom", that bibliographic records (including cited references) contain concise information about scientific (or other historically relevant)content.,,Inour conception
of facilitating historiography-that is, writing the history of modern science -we
make the basic assumption that the bibliographicinformation contained in a collection of published scientific articles is
sufficient for the purpose of recapturing
the historiographic structure of the field
(Garfield, Pudovkin & Istomin, 2003, p.
400).
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Analyzing science in this way leads to
three types of citation analysis, (1st)to directed graphs of information flows from
an information sender to an information
receiver or - vice versa - of reputation
flow from the receiver to the sender and
(2nd)to undirected graphs derived from
co-citations or bibliographic coupling.
Both methods allow one to monitor (3rd)
scientific developments by (a)comparing
the science maps year by year or by (b)
analyzing the citation history of a knowledge domain. So Henry Small could describe a scientificrevolution in the sense
of Thomas S. K u h n (1962)by the means of
co-citation analysis (Small,ign).
HistCite is a software tool for analyzing
and visualizing direct citation linkages
between scientific papers. Its inputs are
bibliographic records (includingcited references)from Thomson Scientific's Web
ofKnowledge (WOK) or other sources. Its
outputs are various tables and graphs
with informetric data about the knowledge domain under study. HistCite covers
types 1and 3(b)of the above mentioned
methods of citation analysis. It does not
utilize co-citation mapping (kind 2 and
3(a)).Here another informetric software
tool, e.g. Citespace, is applicable (Chen,
2004; Chen, 2006).
What is the ,,philosophy"behind algorithmic historiography of science?What role
does HistCite play in wTiting history of science or -more precisely - in analyzing a
specific knowledge domain?HistCite was
designed originally to enable scholars to
create genealogical microhistories of authors or topics "automatically" that is, algorithmically.In its further development
it became apparent that it could be used
for many purposestoo numerous to mention here. In the library, given a key word or
subject heading one can search WoKfor a
group of papers on a topic and then use
Histcite to identify the most-citedcore papers- usually from 25 to 50. From this
HistCite generates tables and historiographs showing the evolution of the field.
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Since Histcite creates a minicitation index
of all the references cited in a collection it
is possible to identify papers or books
(“outer references”)whose titles do not
contain the topic of the original search. If
these references are deemed relevant to
the search then they can be added to the
original “inner”collection by going back
into WOKor by manual methods if the article or book is not in the WOK collection.

Web of Knowledge
Since HistCite works with outputs from
Web of Knowledge, we should start with a

the Gestalt psychologists in psychology
(Stock & Stock,1990,
pp. 1264-1265).
OW informetric research questions are: Is there a
knowledge domain of Meinong research
in recent decades?If yes, what are the top
journals and authors, institutions, what
terminology is used in Meinong research,
are there dominating publication languages, and how are the documents of
Meinong research connected?
In WoS we performed a search for CITED
AUTHOR=MEINONG,A*, which led to 257
records in April, 2006.In fig.1 we see a list
of documents sorted by times cited which
cited at least one work by Alexius Meinong. The user easily identifies the rele-

Table 1: Informetricfunctionality of Web of Knowledge
Function
ranking documents in a set of records

creating times series of documents in a set of records

short description of this database! In WOK
it is possible to perform some informetric
analyses. Thomson Scientific’s W e b of
Knowledge (Stock & Stock, 2003)consists
of many bibliographic databases, including the Science Citation Index, the Social
Sciences Citation Index, the Arts & Humanities Citation Index and the Proceedings database (Stock,1999).These form the
bibliographicbasis for informetric studies
using publication and citation analyses.
WOKadditionally offers specialized analytical databases: the Journal Citation Reports (JCR) with indicators of academic
journals (Stock,2001) and Essential Sciences Indicators (ESI)with indicators of
top science by countries,disciplines,institutes, journals and scientists (Stock,2002).
WOKSusers have some informetric functions available as part of a search. The
WOKAnalyze function permits the analysis of publications in a set of retrieved records as, e.g., ranking documents by authors, affiliations or countries and sorting
of the records by times cited (see table I).

by authors (via ANALYZE)
by country of authors (via ANALYZE)
by affiliation of authors (via ANALYZE)
by document types (via ANALYZE)
by source titles (via ANALYZE)
by languages (via ANALYZE)
by publication year (via ANALYZE)
by times cited (via SORT)
by relevance (via SORT)
(via ANALYZE)

n1.

1 1
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Figure I: Web of Knowledge’ssorting option by times cited
257 d.
cited Authac-

A*

As an example let us analyze informetri-

cally the literature about Alexius Meinong, an Austrian philosopher and one of
the early theorists of Gestalt psychology.
Meinong (1853to 1920)founded one ofthe
first psychological laboratories in Europe
(in 1894).His scientificoeuwre consists of
about zoo publications, especially about
objects and theory of objects,judgments
and assumptions,values, representations
and psychology. In the early zofhcentury,
Meinong and his findings were discussed
by Bertrand Russell in philosophy and by
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vant documents with the greatest impact.
Keep in mind that the number one article
by Gardner w a s published in 1961,and the
article by Salmon (rankthree) appeared in
1998. Due to the time difference the
chance of being cited is much higher for
the Gardner article than for the Salmon
article.
Fig. 2 illustrates WOKSAnalyze function
for ranking by country of the number of
articles citing Meinong. 37.7 % of the papers have a USA correspondence address,
7.0% an address in Canada and 5.4% in
Austria. The user can sort the items by
rank (as in fig. 2 ) or alphabetically or numerically. Using the field ,,year“and sorting by ,,selectedfield“ the user creates a
time series of the marked documents.The
Analyze function has limited resources. A
maximum of ioo,ooo records can be processed.
The sort option and the analyze options of
WOKare easy to use. They allow informetric analyses for everyone,,,informetria
light“. HistCite can provide analyses of
much larger collections and provides additional capabilities including editing
functions. Of course,the creation of historiographs with variable thresholds of inclusionwas its original raison d’etre.

Figure 2: Web of Knowledge’sanalyze options

a]

Table 2: Mainfunctionality of HistCite (version 2006.02.28)
Function
rankingdocuments of a knowledge domain

rankingjournals of a knowledge domain

by local cited references (LCR)
by the number of cited references (NCR)
by global citation score (GCS)
by local citation score (LCS)
alphabetically by title
alphabetically by author name
alphabetically byjournal title
by date
by the number of documents in the domain
(PUBS)

rankingauthors of a knowledge domain

by total global citation score (TGCS)
byTGCS peryear
by total local citation score (TLCS)
by TLCS per year
by the total number of cited references (TLCR)
alphabetically by journal title
by the number of documents in the domain
(PUBS)

rankingouter references

rankingtitle terms of the documents of
knowledge domain

by total global citation score (TGCS)
by TGCS per year
by total local citation score (TLCS)
by TLCS per year
by TLCR in the beginningof the collection
by TLCR in the end ofthe collection
by the total number of cited references (TLCR)
alphabetically by author name
by local citation score (LCS)
alphabetically by title
alphabetically by author name
alphabetically by journal title
by date
by the number of documents in the domain a
(PUBS)

by total global citation score (TGCS) of the
documents
by total local citation score (TLCS) of the
documents
alphabetically
by the number of documents in the domain

rankingyears

(PUBS)

rankingformal aspects (year, document type,
language, institution, country) of papers
of a knowledge domain
citation matrix
informationflow in a knowledge domain

Functionalityof Histcitc
Histcite (Garfield, 2004; Garfield, Istomin
& Pudovkin, 2002; Garfield & Pudovkin,
2004; Garfield, Pudovkin & Istomin, 2002;
Garfield, Pudovkin 81Istomin, 2oo3a; Garfield, Pudovkin & Istomin, 2003b) i s a tool
for analyzing and visualizing direct citat i o n linkages between t w o or more documents. I t s i n p u t s can be records saved
f r o m citation-based databases including
Thomson Scientific’s citation indexes in
W O K (or inDIALOG).Records f r o m Scopus,
CAS or Medline could be analysed provide d t h e export format i s compatible with
Histcite. However, Medline does n o t include cited references. These can be added
by linking t o WOK.

If the imported records represent a knowledge domain (collection), the user i s able
t o rank documents, journals, authors, institutions, words etc. o f the knowledge dom a i n by t h e number of local (i.e., inside
t h e knowledge domain) cited references
and citations and by the number o f global
(ie., inside and outside the knowledge domain) citations. Tab. 2 i s a l i s t of the main
functionality of Histcite.
There are various descriptions o f knowledge domains o n t h e Histcite ’s Web site
(www.HistCite.com) including some applications of Histcite in scientometric
analyses. For example, F. Byrne a n d S.
Chapman (2005) analyzed the scientific literature o f tobacco control (using a sample of 9,745 papers) with the help of Hist-

graphically (histogram)
bythe number of documents in the domain

Cite.

(PUBS)

Continuing the Meinong example, all records c i t i n g M e i n o n g (N= 257) were collected ina marked l i s t and exported fr o m
W O K (including all the references cited in
each document) and imported i n t o HistCite. WOK allows only marked lists with up

by total global citation score (TGCS)
by total local citation score (TLCS)
alphabetically
nodes - (local) references - (local) citations
visualization of the citation matrix

W
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to 500 records. If there are more items, a
searcher has to divide the search question
in slices which produce maximal 500 records, and then import slice to slice into
Histcite, where there is essentially no limitation on the number of records. The actual
limit depends upon computational power.
We learn from Histcite's main screen (fig.
3),that the knowledge domain of Meinong research, as documented in WoS,has
a time span from 1959 to 2005 and consists of 198 different authors, who have
published their findings in 126 journals
using 734different title terms.
The data in the records are not always
,,clean". Due to variant spellings, mistakes
made by the citing authors or errors during the indexing process, bibliographic
citations related to the same item are sometimes expressed differently. HistCite
provides a list with so called ,,missed citations" (fig. 4),i.e. references which are

similar to other ,,clean" references. It is
possible for the user to join the variants in
one node. In fig. 4,all seven missed citations refer correctly to other nodes. This
permits the user to make appropriateunifications.
There are many possibilities for unifying
and cleaning up variants and errors in the
input data. However, if the cited author
has published more than one paper in a
given year it may be necessary to go into
WOKto learn which paper has in fact been
cited and then that citing record can be
corrected. In certain cases it is possible to
do ,,globalcorrections"in which a repeated variant can be changed with one command. In the case of cited books, the user
must decide whether individually cited
pages will be retained or unified so that
the fullcitation count for the cited book is
obtained.

I

31

421

Figure 3: The main screen of Histcite

Analyringthe knowledp domain by
dotument,jwrnal and author rankings
Every document of the knowledge domain is described by its references and citations inside and outside the domain. For
all the documents inside thelcnowledge
domain,the user is able to sort alphabetically by author name, journal and node,
chronologically by publication date, by the
count of locally cited papers (LCR),by the
number of references (NCR),by Local Citation Score (LCS) and by Global Citation
Score (GCS). Concerning LCS, the top cited
documents inside the Meinong research
domain are (fig. 3):
Figure 4: Proposal of adding,,missing links" to
the node list
394

idRapaport, WJ.,
2nd

1978, Nous, 12
Larnbert, K.,ig74, Inquiry, 21

LCS :12,
LCS : 5 ,

sth

Mulligan, K.; Sirnons, R; Smith, B.,
1984, Philosophyand Phenornenological Research,a
Salmon, N.,1998, Nous, 32
Castaneda, H.N., 1979, Poetics, 8
Srnith,J.F.,1985, Philosophyand
Phenomenological Research,45

LCS: 5.
LCS: 5,
LCS: 4,
LCS: 4.

The top locally cited article by Rapaport
contains 43 references (NCR),from which
two are references to other works inside
the collection(LCR).
GCS citations include not only those from
inside the collection but also those from
outside,i.e. the "times cited data of WoS.
The top five GCS records follow:
idGardner, R.W.,

1961, Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology,62 GCS70
qnd Mulligan, K.; Sirnons, P;. Smith, B.,
1984, Philosophyand Phenornenological Research,a
GCS: 42,
3'd Salmon, N., 1998, Nous, 32
CCS: 31,
4th Luhrnann, N.,1976, Social
GC5: 28,
Research,43
5'h Rapaport, W.J.,1978, Nous,12
GCS:q.

Some top documents of the LCS list (e.g.,
Mulligan et al. 1984,Salmon 1998 and Rapaport 1978)are in the GCS top list as well.
Their global citation scores are much
higher than the local ones, because they
take into account citations from outside
the collection. Perhaps they "export" domain-specific insider-knowledge into
other domains. The situation is different
when highly cited papers (such as Gardner 1961 with a GCS of 70) have only a
small LCS (the Gardner article has a LCS of
I).Here we can assume,that there is little
relatedness between these articles.Keep
in mind that the GCS score is taken directly from WoS where it is called "times
cited"for that paper. GCS scores will often
be quite high when the work in question
has multidisciplinaryimpact.
The source (journal) list ranking options
(fig.5)allow for sorting by the number of
publications as well as by the count of
the cited papers within the collection
(TLCR),by the total LCS and GCS and by
TLCS and TGCS per year. The score per
year shows the average citation score
since the publication date. Fig. 5 is sorted
by the Total Citation Score per year of the
journal title in the knowledge domain.
Here the top journal is ,,Nous" with a n
average of 1.32 locally cited documents
per year. Counting all locally cited papers, ,,Nous" is (with a score of 23)ranked
first, too. Analyzing the global impact of
the journals, ,,Nous" is ranked
(with a
TGSC of 72 and a TGSCA of 5.57)just behind ,Philosophy and Phenomenological
Research". The domain specific literature
production of ,,NOUS"
is (with 10 publications) smaller than that of ,,Philosophy
and Phenomenological Research" (16
publications)and that of ,,Topoi" (13publications). In the 10 papers of ,,Nous",

Merton, the eminent sociologist of
science, as well collectionsfor Albert Einstein, Francis Crick of Watson-Crick fame,
etc. In addition a field may often be
defined by a particular journal. Therefore
we assembled HistCite collections for
journals such as Cell Death and Differentiation, Scientometrics,JASIST, Library
Quarterly,etc.

halying outer references
On the level of the single document one
can identify those references which are
not part of the retrieved knowledge domain, for example monographs (which
are not included as sources in WOK),old
journal documents and journal articles
which are not covered by WOK.It is possible to sort those "outer references"
alphabeticallyby author name,journal or
node, chronologicallyor by their citation
score inside the knowledge domain (LCS).
In the Meinong collecton the outer references with the highest LCS are:

cure 5:Journals by average local cltotbn xwe per year
there are seven references to documents
inside the knowledge domain. What are
the top journals in Meinong research,
domain slccrficreferences and (localand
global) citations? There is a clear result:
,Nous", ,,?hilesephyand Phenomenological Research" and ;;Topoi".
Is it possible to identify important authers of Meinong research?Looking at fig.
6 we see two further indicators: the Local
Citatign Score in the beginning (TLCSb;
the time span since the beginning of the
cellection until an arbitrary cutoff year)
and the L6ul Citation Score in the end
(TLCSe;the time span since an arbitrary
cutoff year and the last year of the collectien).The most productive author in
Meinong research is B. Smith with 13 publications, of which four were written in
recent years. These are the top authors in
the Meinong knowledge domain:

Authors

by publications
Smith B
(13)
Rapaport WJ
(7)
Chisholm RM
(6)
Haller R
(5)
Jacquette D
(4)
Modenato F
(4)
Parsons T
(4)

by TLCS
Rapaport WJ
(22)
Smith B
(11)
Mulligan K
(8)
ParsonsT
(8)
Simons P
(7)
Lambert K
(6)
Salmon N
(5)

by TGCS
Smith B
(112)
Cardner RW
(82)
Rapaport WJ
(69)
Mulligan, K
(60)
Simons P
(45)
Chishom RM
(36)
Salmon N
(31).

Most of the top scorers in the three rankings appear in all lists (with the exception
of the one who is alien to Meinong research, R.W. Gardner). The main article
authors of contemporary Meinong research seen by production and influence
are W.J. Rapaport and B. Smith.
If you refer to www.
HistCite.com you can
find a number of interesting examples of
what can be done including topics like Small
World Theory (Milgram), Matthew Effect
(R.K. Merton), etc. In
fact, as is well known
most fields are closely
identified with a single
author. That is why our
inventory of ,,topics"
primarily consists of
HistCite collections of
papers by highly productive scholars and
scientists. Thus, there
are literally dozens of
L
Histcites
for Robert K.
Figure 6:Authorsby average local citation score peryear
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Parsons,T., 1980, Nonexistent
Objects (book)
2nd Findlay,J.N., 1963, Meinongs
Theory of Objects (book)
3rd Russell, B., 1905, Mind, 14 (article)
4th Meinong,A.,ig60, Realism (book)
sth Meinong,A., Moglichkeit und
Wahrscheinlichkeit (book)

LCS: 30,

LCS: 27,
LCS: 20,
LCS18,
LCS: 17.

It is possible to include outer references in
the knowledge domain (via ,,make node").
From fig. 7 we learn that there is another
important contemporary author in Meinong research: T. Parsons with his book
,,Nonexistent Objects". All in all the top
outer references are important sourcesfor
understanding the philosophy of Alexius
Meinong.

One can also include papers that cite the
works in outer references. To do this you
must go back into WOK,perform a cited
reference search on that outer reference,
and there you will find many papers
which may be related to Meinong research.
We have imported all papers citing "Nonexistent Objects" (N=142;
outer reference
#I) and "Meinong's Theory of Objects"
(N=47;#z) to test the differences.The list
of the main journals (sorted again by
TLCSIt) shows indeed differences to the
ranking of fig. 5: Now we see "Nous",
Topoi" and - new - "Synthese" as the leading journals. There are differences in the
rankings of the main authorsas well. Sorting authors by TLCSA the top author WJ.
Rapaport remains first, N. Salmon ranks
second (formerly third) and T. Parsons
third (formerly seventh).It seems to be a
crucial decision to the quality of the research results to include the ,,right"outer
references into the analysis. (Thefollow-

L

L

I

.logic*,
mHusserl*,
.fiction (fictional),
w ontology,
.knowledge,
.psychology',
mBrentano*,
.existence*,
wphilosophy',
.value*,
.language*
w phenomenology,
.Russell*,
.representation*,
.semantics.
There are six topics in
the HistCite list, which
are not mentioned by
Stock & Stock. Since t h i s
database was closed
with the year 1989,

Figure 7: Outer references by citationsfrom the knowledge domain

ing figures were calculated on the base of
the original set,ie. without the outer references.)

There are many options to analyze for.
ma1 aspects of the literature of the
knowledgedomain by the count of publications and by (local and global)citation
scores.Histcite offers tools for analyzing
publication years (fig.g),document types
(fig. lo),publicationlanguages (fig.n),institutions (fig. 12) and countries (fig.13).
For publication years there is a view in
form of a table (analogousto figures 10
to 13) and a graphical form of a histogram (fig. 9).
The Meinong literature is mainly written
in English (71.5 %) and German (n.3 %), but
the English documents gather 93.8 % of
all local citations and the German ones
only 6.2%. All documents in other
languages are not cited locally. By the
count of publications in Meinong research Salzburg University (Austria),Graz
University (Austria) and University of
Manchester (England) are very productive.But the people of SUNY Fredonia
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It is not surprising that the term ,,Mei-

19%

7

27

nong" is the top scorer of the title terms
(fig. 8). Ranked second and third, we see
,theory" and ,objects". Since Histcite does
not yet recognize phrases, it is possible
that there is only one concept ,,theoryof
objects". HistCite does not yet make use of
conflation algorithms, so ,objects" and
,,object"are two separateentries in the list

19%

23

1597

6
7

1998

3

12-

1999

a

31

2000

12

2001

13

Analpiqtitkbnns
The ranked word lists of HistCite sort the
vocabulary taken from the document titles, excluding stop words and all words
with twocharactersand less. The software
allows one to rank the words alphabetically, by the count of the publications in
which they are title terms and by TLCS /
TGSC of their publications.

The database ,,Graz school" (Stock &
Stock,iggo; Stock, 1989) consists of a
(moreor less) completecollectionof publications by and about Meinong and his
students (until1989).Text-word method,
developedby Norbert Henrichs (1970;see
also Stock zooo), was used for indexing.
In the bibliography of the Graz school
there is a list with all main topics of the
papers of the complete Meinong research
(N IAO; StOClt & StOdC, 1990, p. 1297).SO
we can compare the complete list with
the results of WOK and Histcite. The following list is derived from the first 22
terms of the Histcite output. An asterisk
marks those words which also occur in
the list by Stock & Stock among the first
22 entries.
Meinong (Meinongian,Alexius).,
w theory of objects (object,objects).,

Figure 8: Tile terms by count of publications
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Figure 9: Publication years

these six terms may be from titles of
newer papers. All top-five terms of the
Stock & Stock list are in the HistCite list,
too. The Histcite list seems to give a good
approximation to the "true" term list.
HistCite would benefit from further (automatic) processing steps like phrase
identification and term conflation and
from processing not only title terms, but
also the words of the abstracts.HistCite is
a work in progress. The developers have
made dozen of changes since its first implementation. Phrase identification is
one of many further modifications that
we hope to make in the future.

Figure 70: Document types

have written the most influential documents (witha Total Local CitationScore of
16).Following the linksto the documents
we see that there is only one famous
scientist,WJ.Rapaport.

Informatior

demonstrated the intimate linkbetween their
work and that of Avery
et al. even though they
admittedly did not cite
their work in the classic
paper on the double
helix structure of DNA.

The most impressive feature of Histcite is its visualization capability
(fig. 15). The Historiograph is the main production from HistCite
and provides a snapshot
of the evolution of the
topic and highlights the
core works.

Figure 11: Publicatkw bnguages

Amlyziq formal aspects with the help of
HiJtcite is similar to the options of WOK

(fig. 2). Both present (some)indicators
with P bar chart.But there are differences.
HistCite offers sort options by citation
scores which are not realized in WOK.In
all Histcite provides total local and global
citation counts TLCS (and TGCS) per publication and rankings by these indicators.
Each new HistCite collection presents
intriguing perspectives on the topic or
scholar involved. We have rarely been disappointedin the results obtained. Almost
all of our collections have been shared
with the individualscholarswhere possible. Perhaps the most common comment
from highly productive scientists is that
the overall collection needs to be broken
down into separate categories. Thus,for
the work of Bruce Alberts,the recent presi-

Figure 12: Top cited institutions

dent of the National Academy of Sciences,
it was important to place his papers in
seven different categories,corresponding
to the different fields of his research over
many decades.
In other cases, as e.g. Einstein or WatsonCrick it is essential to limit results to certain historical periods so that one can see
the year by year growth in interest of the
topic. And in the case of Watson-Crick we

A very important feature is the visualization
of the information flows in a knowledge
domain. In fig. 15 we see all documentsof
the Meinong knowledge domain which
are cited locally at least twice. We can
identify both "hub" documents (documents citing many other documents in
the domain) as well as "authority" documents (those that are being cited by
many other domain-specificdocuments)
(Kleinberg,1999; for importing Kleinberg's terminologyinto scientometrics
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